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ABSTRACT 
In this Report, we explore the theory of the superfluid without the 
London constraint. For brevity, we call this theory BSH theory after 
its original promulgators. We note its similarity to and differences from 
the London theory. In particular, we examine the BSH theory as it 
applies to a hollow cylinder, at rest and rotating, and with and without 
an applied field. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this Report, we explore the theory of the super- 
fluid without the London constraint. For brevity, we 
call this theory BSH theory after its original promulga- 
tors, Becker, Sauter, and Heller (Ref. 1). We note its 
similarity to and differences from the London theory. 
In particular, we examine the BSH theory as it applies 
to a hollow cylinder, at rest and rotating, and with 
and without an applied field. 
The London equations as constitutive equations for 
superelectrons are derivable with the aid of the equa- 
tions of motion of an inviscid, incompressible, charged 
fluid (Ref. 2). The equations of motion show that if 
London’s first equation, 
e 
mc V X V, + -B = O  
holds a t  any instant, it holds thereafter; they also 
serve to yield London’s second equation once the first 
equation is assumed. 
In terms of the general solutions of the equations 
of motion, however, London’s first equation may be 
regarded simply as a constraint. Perhaps the easiest 
way to see this is to notice that the equations of mo- 
tion require (see Section 11, and Ref. 3) that at a point 
moving with the fluid 
Since V X v is twice the local angular velocity, we can 
write this as Larmor’s theorem (Ref. 3 ) :  
e 
2 mc no+- A B = O  
where the deltas refer to differences at  two successive 
moments. The London constraint now amounts to the 
dropping of the deltas. This step can be justified by 
the uniqueness of the superconducting ground state. 
However, were the superconducting ground state de- 
generate,* the deltas would have to remain. The fluid, 
although superconducting, would then fail to display a 
hleissner effect. Qualitatively, such a superconductor 
would behave much the same as a superconductor of the 
second kind in a field greater than its first critical field. 
8 
*This would be the case if, for example, the Cooper pairs of the 
siipercondiicting ground state could exist in angular momentum 
oLLLLLo cf ! = 1 nr ? = 2 tliat were degenerate in energy with the 
1 = 0 state. Such Cooper pair states have been csnniined by, for 
example, S. V. Vonso\,skii and hl. S. S\ irskii as presented in “Super- 
conductivity of an Electron System with Singlet or Triplet Pairs,” 
Societ Physics, JETP, Vol. 19, p. 1095, 1964, and references given 
there. 
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II. THE EQUATIONS OF BSH THEORY 
The equation of motion for an inviscid and incompres- 
sible charged fluid of electrons (charge e,  mass m, velocity 
field v, pressure p ,  number density p,,) is 
2V m 1 
m- - mv X v X v + -Vv’ = eE + -vp + ‘?v x B at 2 PI1 C 
(3) 
When E and B are expressed in terms of the potentials 
A and +, Eq. ( 3 )  becomes 
( “ c )  
a 
(v + ;A) - v x v x mv + - A 
(4) 
By taking the curl of this equation, we obtain (Ref. 2) 
e 2 (v x v + - B) = v x x (v x v + 1nc B) at mc 
(5)  
Since 
we can deduce (Ref. 4) Eq. (1). 
We can also deduce from Eq. (4) that 
is conserved as long a s  the contour is a closed streamline. 
This theorem is a lot weaker than is the corresponding 
theorem of London’s theory - the conservation of the 
fluxoid. a s  we now show. 
If the contour clncloscs a holc,, we can write this as 
io,p ( ~ I V  + A) - i d h  + 2f Q Ado 
a1 I e a n i l  i ne 
In this discussion, we examine the fluxoid theorem (6) 
as it applies to the hollow cylinder. We  assume that for 
the infinitely long hollow cylinder, the streamlines arc 
always cylindrically symmetric, which here means that 
thc, velocity field and magnetic field depend solely on the 
radial coordinate p .  The velocity field lies along t k  
tangential unit vector a, and v X v and B are along Z. 
We then can write Eq. (1) as 
The first integral is the fluxoid, c / c  (P, associated with the 
hole, and it is the same a s  in London theory. The second 
integral, a surfacc integral, is absent in London theory. 
In BSH theory, then, we no longer have conservation of 
the flusoid. Instead, we have the following theorem: Thc 
rcite of chringc of a fliixoitl associated with ( I  holc is giccn 
by the nepit icc rate of cliange of the piix 9 $j R &I(T 
enclosccl by a n y  strcainline encircling the holc. Of course, 
this flus is defined only in the superconductor. While in 
general, the fluxoid is not conserved in BSEI theory, it is 
conserved when the superelectron velocity field is suffi- 
ciently symmetrical, as we now show. 
111. THE HOLLOW CYLINDER 
where zc is a s  yet undetermined. In fact, from (6) we 
have that 
is conserved ( p ,  is the inner radius of the cylinder, €3, is 
the field in the bore). However, unlike the fluxoid of 
London’s thcory, this quantity is a function of p. From 
comparison of Eq. (7) with Eg. (8), it follows that 
+(p’) - + ( p )  = 2a [p’iL (p ’ )  - p ? i ( p ) ]  (9) 
The quantity t i ,  which is zero in London theory, is the 
distinguishing characteristic of 13SH theory. Evidently, 
it is another quantity dc,termincd when the cylindcr be- 
comes superconducting, just as is the constant <I+,). 
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IV. THE FREE ENERGY 
Just as in the London theory, we determined at the 
time of transition by finding the value of which made 
the free energy a minimum, we now determine both u 
and @ ( p i )  in BSH theory in the same way. 
The variation of the free energy of a superconductor 
having a rigid lattice and rotating at  a constant angular 
velocity in a uniform magnetic field is given by (Ref. 5)  
where v, is the velocity field of the lattice. We can write 
(10) as 
(11) 
+ m l q l p  o(v.y - V J  6UdT 1 
c c u t s  
= -E J r r , t  6+ , , , t  
The sum stems from the longitudinal part of vS - vI (see 
Ref. 5 )  and the integral from the transverse part. We now 
see that in BSH theory, the presence of the integral 
shows that the minimum free energy is achieved when 
v, - V I  = &no current anywhere in the superconductor. 
In  London theory, the integral is absent. The minimum 
is therefore given when the nccrnge current J L I l t ,  passing 
through a cut in a multiply connected superconductor, 
vanishes. The London theory further requires that in a 
simply connected superconductor, rotating or stationary, 
in a fixed field, there must in general be net currents 
present if the state is an equilibrium state. In BSH theory 
there is no such requirement. This clearly shows the 
effect of setting u = 0 (the London constraint), We now 
apply what we have just deduced from the general ex- 
pression (10) to the determination of the fields associated 
with a hollow cylinder. 
Since now we see that v, = V I  at the time of transition, 
we can write 
which holds for all subsequent times, as long as the 
cylinder remains superconducting. (The subscript zero 
on a quantity indicates its value at  the time of transi- 
tion.) Furthermore, in the holes of a superconductor, the 
field is always B,,, since B penetrates a superconductor 
completely both before and after the transition. We  
therefore obtain for the fluxoid of the cylinder 
rp2e 2mc 
$(mv + A> eI\hdh = - [ -w + B ]  (13) 
C e 0 
We then obtain from the Maxwell equation 
the equation 
mc 
C -V X 'V X B + 2 0 (  4 ~ e  nic 
or, with 
mc' 
A2 z - 
&poe2 
2mc 
and b = B + -  01 
C 
we have 
A2V X D X (b - bo) + (b - bo) = 0 (16) 
and 
(17) 
e e 
C 2c mv + - A  = - p b o  
so at = p i ,  the inner radius 
We introduce this into (14) and obtain 
so that 
is the boundary condition to be imposed on the solution 
of Eq. (16) at  the inner surface. In  a simply connected 
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superconductor, we merely require that u be finite at  
p = 0. The solution of (16) and (19) is (see Ref. 6) 
For a thick-walled superconductor, this reduces to 
b - bo = [b(pert) - b,,] e sinh [y] (21) 
We now see that while the expression for the field b, is 
b - b,, = [ b ( p p p , )  - bo] 
the same as it is in London theory, namely, 
[I? ( y )  K,, (:) - K, (y )  I, ($1 bi - bo = 0 X - 
the field in the wall in BSH theory is also given by u 2 0  - 
b = b,,, whereas in the London theory, the field in the 
D,, = 1, (:) KO (7) - K ,  (:) 11, (y) (20) wall is b = 0. 
V. DISCUSSION 
As we havc seen, for the hollow cylinder, one of the 
main differcmces 1)c)twec.n BSH theory and London theory 
is that in HSH theory, the fluxoid is in geiwr;d not 
conservcd. Howcver, under tlie assumption that the field 
of a hollow cylinder is itself cylindrically symmetric, we 
found that tlie field trapped inside the bore of the cyl- 
indcr, as given by BSH theory, was the same as that 
given by London theory. The complete trapping of the 
flux in the bore followed from fluxoid conservation, which 
(under the assumption of cylindrical symmetry) was 
shown to hold in both theories. Also, the value of the 
field trapped-thc field that is required to be in the bore 
w 2 ~ c . n  the system is in thermal cqiiilibrium-is seen to be 
the same i n  both theories. This latter result follows just 
from thc rcyuiremcmt that in equilibrium there be no 
magnetic pressure drop across a siiperconductor. 
Thus, thc theories differ only in the field present inside 
the sul"rcoiit1ucting material itself. In  London theory, 
the consti.aiiit-Londol~'s first eqii"tion-requires a mag- 
notic prcssiire drop from the outside to the inside of the 
sulwrcoii (1 tic t or. In  H S H theory, howcwr, even such a 
drop is al)sc%ilt. Tliis tlifl'cwnccl expresses itself in thc: fact 
that whilc i n  London thcwy it is only the avc~age  cur- 
rent through tlic cross scxction of wid1 that must \,e zero, 
in the BSH thcbory the current must he zero point by 
point . 
Thc reason for the difference in the equilibrium cur- 
rent tlistrihtion for the two theories, a t  least as seen 
from Eq. (l), is that in London theory, mv, + e/cA = Vx, 
while in  13SH theory, mv,* t- e/cA = Vx f u, where* 
u = V Y w, so that the London constraint as it appears 
herc is u = 0. The extra degree of freedom represented 
by u al\vays allo\vs us to reach a lower minimum of the 
free enc'rgy. The statcs represented by this minimum are 
states in which the magnetic field is not excluded from 
the supcbrconductor. 
Pcd~aps  a word of explanation is in order regarding 
the lower free energy of BSH theory and the "constraint" 
that converts BSH thcory into London theory. As a con- 
straint, London's first equation raiscs the free energy (or 
at least nevc'r lowers it) beyond thc value it has in BSH 
theory. It is important to rc>alize that this is only an 
apparcnt raising, however. What we have done is not to 
include the condmsation cncrgy (the pairing energy of 
HCS theory) in the f r w  enc'rgy; once we do this, tlie 
Lontlon coiistraint cc';~s(~s to Iw a constraint and Iwcomes 
mcw>ly a propcrty of tlic stat(. having the lowcst free 
cmergy. 
:%\Vr, express u ;IS v X w to nxrkc. \7 x i i n i c l i i c .  Thcw, in c4lrcr 
tlicory, x In,ist v;\nisIl in  ;I siinply coIlnc*ctcd sripc'rcoiltluctor, and 
in citller tlicory, x nc.ed not 1 ) ~  singlc-v; l l td in a inultiply ~ 0 1 1 -  
nectcd siipc,rcoiidrictor. 
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